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Two lists are equal iff chopping the shorter one off the longer one leaves (nil, false): 
equal 1, 1, = let (1, error) = 
(length 1, G length 1, + choppref I, i,I choppref Z2 1,) 
in (error + false 1 null I) 
This is clumsy, but feasible. 
Notwithstanding this technical criticism, my genera1 opinion of the book as a 
beginner course in mathematical foundations is very favourable. One must not 
overload a student with too much theoretical hair splitting; but on the other hand, 
consistent application of the you-do-not-worry-somebody-has-proved-it approach 
decreases the student’s confidence in his own judgements. Gordon presents 
numerous theoretical problems with just as much detail as to make the reader 
appreciative of a need for a deeper analysis, and then he gives solutions that appear 
plausible to a student at that stage. The text is sprinkled with well-chosen exercises 
that illustrate problems at hand. Great care is devoted to convincing the reader that 
the presented theories are not as abstract as his first impression might be. After all, 
this is not that abstract if you can program it so readily. 
I believe Mike Gordon succeeds in convincing a reader that nothing is as practical 
as a good theory. 
Stefan Sokotowskt 
Institute of Computer Science 
Polish Academy of Sciences 
Warsaw, Poland 
An Introduction to Discrete Mathematics and Formal System Specijcation. By D.C. 
Ince. Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1988, Price X15.00, ISBN O-19-859664-2 (paper- 
back); Price X30.00, ISBN O-19-859667-7 (hardback). 
Overview 
There is a deep need for a book of this kind. A book for the software practitioner 
wanting a flavour of what formal specification can do for him or her. It is a good 
first book on forma1 specification for someone with minima1 mathematical skills 
and an appreciation of software engineering problems. It provides a self-contained 
course suitable for self-study. The book provides the minimum knowledge of discrete 
mathematics to allow readers to write specifications using mathematics. The use of 
Z syntax throughout means it serves as an introductory book on the Z notation. To 
its great credit the contents are well presented, and are motivated from a software 
engineering perspective. The book is well provided with worked examples and 
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exercises, with whole sections devoted to extended examples in most chapters. A 
formal pedant can pick fault with its presentation, but this should not detract from 
its success in providing sympathetic material for the software engineer. 
Contents 
The book is divided into three sections. The first section provides the obligatory 
justification for formal specification. The inadequacies of current software develop- 
ment practice and the advantages of formal specification are described. Thankfully 
there is very little missionary zeal. The second section provides a course in discrete 
mathematics, with an emphasis on using mathematics to model software systems 
rather than teaching mathematics in the abstract. The third section is an introduction 
to the Z notation, which is presented as the inevitable conclusion of the decision 
to use mathematics for system specification! This conclusion is made to appear 
inevitable because of the covert use of Z syntax throughout. 
The first section starts with a chapter on the commercial software life-cycle, and 
explains the phase of system specification for which the author advocates the use 
of mathematics. This is a short account that sets the context of the whole book. 
Here formal methods are introduced and the few references to the formal methods 
literature appear. There is an interesting discussion on what formal notations can 
and cannot do for the software developer and some misconceptions about their use 
are explained. The second chapter discusses what information a system specification 
should contain. Aspects of good and bad specifications are examined and illustrated 
with reference to a realistic example. Characteristics of the mathematics useful for 
specification are described, and problems with formal specification discussed. 
The second section has chapters on the propositional calculus, predicate calculus, 
sets and set operators, relations and relational operators, functions and sequences, 
and finally a chapter on induction and recursive definitions. These chapters are 
motivated by the need to express certain properties in a specification, and are 
supported with plentiful software engineering examples and extended case studies. 
The chapter on induction and recursive definitions is unconvincing, because it is 
not motivated by any software engineering examples, and the chapter would have 
been improved with the inclusion of recursive data types and structural induction. 
The third section introduces the specification language Z as a mathematical 
notation and motivates the introduction of schemas. An attempt is made to put the 
operators and concepts introduced in section two on a more formal basis, by 
redefining them in the Z notation. This is followed by a chapter on the use of 
schemas and schema operators. Convincing examples are given for schemas with 
their use to define error behaviour of operations. The final chapter is devoted to 
the presentation of a Z specification of a library system. The book is not a comprehen- 
sive presentation of Z, and the section on Z does not add to the main thrust of the 
book. If it is intended to put the earlier chapters on a more formal basis then it 
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fails, as the use of Z as a meta-language provokes more questions than it answers. 
In particular there are questions about schemas and the type system (e.g. the use 
of given types to parameterise schemas). 
Shortcomings 
The book does not indicate how to build on this fine introductory course. An 
introductory book should give references to other more detailed literature (none 
are given!), and should be clear and frank about the book’s shortcomings (it is 
not!). This is a serious limitation of a book used for self-study. The book’s main 
technical shortcomings are its omission of refinement, its inadequate discussion of 
types, and its treatment of proof. 
There is nothing on refinement in the book. Arguably, this is reasonable as formal 
notations are usable for system specification, and formal development from the 
specification to code is not a realistic proposition. The book provides notations to 
write a formal description, but does not discuss what can be done with that 
description. To understand a specification you need to know both the design 
decisions that have been made and need to be preserved, and what scope there is 
for making design decisions. This is the concern of refinement. Refinement is a large 
area, but its complete omission is a serious limitation. 
The explanation of types in the book is inadequate. There is no discussion on 
what types are, what their purpose is, and how to define them. This is strange 
considering they are used throughout the book (predefined types are assumed, and 
syntax for type definition provided). There should have been a separate chapter 
devoted to this subject. A discussion of recursive types would have made the chapter 
on recursion more convincing. An introductory book on Z should discuss types. 
The treatment of proof is incomplete. Considerable space over several chapters 
is devoted to proof and reasoning, but it gives no more than a flavour. The treatment 
of reasoning would have benefited from a more formal presentation or references 
to more detailed treatments. It merely mentions contradictions, tautologies, sequent% 
inference rules. Formal pedants will turn in their graves-there is no hint of semantics 
or presentation of a proof system. No ability to reason about quantification is 
introduced, as there is no mention of free and bound variables, and substitution. 
Maybe a flavour of proof is all the book intends. However, this superficial treatment 
sits at odds with the approach recommended for system specification. 
Conclusion 
From the position of a software practitioner wanting a flavour of formal specification 
the shortcomings of the book are not significant. The book is suitable for self-study 
as it is well presented and has many examples. It is a good first book on formal 
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specification for someone with minimal mathematical skill and an appreciation of 
software engineering problems. 
Dave GROSVENOR 
Hewlett Packard Labs 
Bristol, UK 
Structured Systems Analysis through Prolog. By Terry Goble. Prentice-Hall Inter- 
national, Hemel Hempstead, UK, 1989, Price X13.95 (paperback), ISBN 0-13- 
853581-7. 
The title is in danger of raising both the expectations of the uniniated and the 
blood pressure of the cognicenti simultaneously, which is no mean feat. It does, of 
course, depend upon their views on the task of systems analysis in general, and 
structured systems analysis in particular! The title is probably the worst thing about 
the book. 
If one goes beyond the title, the preface softens the blow by introducing the book 
as a description of a “methodology that links structured systems analysis and Prolog 
to form a logical model of the problem domain.” However, even here the cited 
advantages of the methodology, and indeed the wide audience for whom the 
methodology is “likely to be of interest”, are in danger of implying that this link 
has almost magical powers to solve the besetting problems of the design process. 
The enthusiasm of the author for the methodology described has, perhaps, done 
a dis-service to what is a creditable book. He brings together two subjects which 
are commonly believed to be at opposite ends of the computer science spectrum 
and shows the utility of integrating them for solving system-oriented problems. For 
this reason in particular, it is a very useful text for undergraduates who often see, 
and are often taught the subject as a plethora of disjoint specializations. The 
exercises, discussion and background reading at the end of each chapter are very 
useful aids. The latter is particularly valuable, given the selective nature of the text. 
The book is relatively short (approximately 200 pages), but is written so as to be 
accessible by those with little knowledge of either systems analysis or of Prolog. 
Indeed it is claimed that no knowledge of either area is required to appreciate the 
ideas. The author states that he is aware of the dangers of either “scantily treating” 
or even “mis-representing” one of the specialist areas. However, the selectivity 
required to address the combination of the two in such a short space and in that 
style, and perhaps too the tendency to make the method do too much, inevitably 
leads to some distortion. 
The major problem with the systems analysis aspect is that the techniques discussed 
are not presented in a wider sociological and technical setting. The consequence is 
that the reader is led to believe that the techniques presented are both necessary 
and sufficient for the design process. In practice, the data flow diagrams and decision 
